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=================
V.M. Volkov has been creating

a set of open-source PIV software
for more than 20 years. This

software has been under
continuous development for half

a century (see history and
development page). This software
has been used in many research

and educational projects.
Currently, Fluere version 4 is the
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latest version. The program takes
sets of coordinates (X, Y, Z) as the
input and returns the x-velocity, y-

velocity and z-velocity of each
pixel at the given time and space
coordinates. Those velocities can
be plotted to build a graph of the

flow. The software can handle
more than 16 million pixels and

works with GPU (graphics
processing unit) enabled graphics

cards. (See more details about
Fluere in the History and
Development Page). We

recommend using only Fluere to
process sets of time-lapse videos
taken with a PIV or similar setup.
Fluere will read an ASCII data set
of velocities from disk, process it
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and display the data using a nice
GUI. This guide will describe you
how to perform a simple time-

lapse analysis with Fluere.
Prerequisites:

============== * Adequate
knowledge of the C programming
language;* * An Apple OS (such as

Mac OSX or later) which has
Apple's Graphics Tools installed;* *
CMake which can be downloaded

from the GitHub repository;* * Disk
Space, RAM and CPU Power of at
least 0.6GB, 500MB and a 2GB

RAM and a dual core processor on
2Ghz are recommended. The

software is provided under a GNU
General Public License (version 3

or later). As a result, you may
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copy, distribute and modify the
program under these terms, with

or without modification. The
source code files are available for

download in a README.md
document on the repository. If you

have problems with running the
software, please read our

troubleshooting guide (readme.md
file).

Fluere Free

================= Data-
driven Numerical Physics (D3NP)

------------------------------------ 1.
*Image-Data-Driven Numerical
Physics* (ID3NP). Fluere Free
Download introduces a new
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concept for data-driven numerical
physics: The goal of Fluere is to

enable researchers and educators
to build and use their own

customized numerical simulations
via custom-written processing

algorithms and/or data sets. Fluere
consists of a collection of

processing and visualization tools
that can be used to construct
highly accurate (numerically-

generated) velocimetry data sets
from digitized video images.

Scientifically Motivated Algorithms
----------------------------------- 1. *The
FLUE*: An atmospheric dispersion

model (ADM) incorporating
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
(RANS) equations in the form of
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the Navier-Stokes equations.
These equations are solved with
the pressure as a free parameter

for initial guess, and under
constant atmospheric pressure

boundary conditions (equal
pressure). 2. *Solver*: Computing
atmospheric pressure is solved as

a constant term in the Navier-
Stokes equations, formulated by
formulation of Bernoulli principle.
3. *Solver solution*: The Flue aims
to provide a computationally less
expensive alternative to the RANS

equations, but still presenting
a very high accuracy for

atmospheric dispersion modelling.
The Flue was first described in the

studies [@Mangsepot2007;
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@Mangsepot2008], and is
currently under development.

Fluere Algorithm ---------------- 1.
*[Flue]{} user interface*: We

provide a user-friendly *interactive
interface* that enables the user to
construct a numerically generated
data set by choosing and linking
together specific video cameras,
fields of view and flow conditions.

2. *[Flue]{} D3NP*: The D3NP
algorithm is designed to simulate

a highly accurate numerical
simulation of the compressible

flow around a wing-shaped body
(or body with internal flat panel
part). 3. *[Flue]{} Solver*: The

Solver algorithm solves a regime
transition problem by using the
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linearization of the Reynolds
averaged Navier-St b7e8fdf5c8
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What's New In?

Allows users to perform visual
inspection of their images, to
create input settings for the
available plugins and to execute
the available plugins to separate
the particles and create the mask,
which in the end are used for
further processing of the images.
The application can be used in two
modes: basic and advanced. The
basic mode is enough to execute
the plugins that require minimal
input, whereas the advanced
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mode enables the user to do more
advanced settings or analyze
much more detailed data. These
modes of operation are important
in two ways: 1) Users who are not
performing advanced-enough
experiments might like the basic
mode as a first step and proceed
using the advanced mode later on.
2) Users who are performing more
advanced measurements can use
the advanced mode at their leisure
or even export the data to be
processed by Fluere. After a basic
run with the settings created by
Fluere, users will be able to create
the mask by hand or through
manual processing, which is the
default in the advanced mode. The
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feature that allows the user to
perform any kind of velocimetry
(including PSV) can be used with
the mask. On the other hand, it is
also possible to do the same using
the settings that are created by
Fluere. Exporting: Users can
export their data if they desire to
process it on another application.
This can be done by using the tab
Export Settings from the settings
panel. This enables the user to
export the settings that he
created. For example, if the user
chooses to export, he will create a
file with the name of the exported
settings; in this case we’ll call it
settings.csv. The settings.csv file
can be imported in any PIV
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analysis software. Possible errors:
The flow field has no access or
permission to the images from the
selected folder. The images are
not in the format required by PIV
and PIV plugin is not supported.
The images have been processed
by another software and are not in
the format required by PIV. The
settings file that is created by the
user is empty. The settings
created by the user is different
from the settings that Fluere
generates. The settings file that is
created by the user is not in the
required format (usually the file
name is not as we expected). The
images that are selected do not
contain useful particles for the
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given settings. The images that
are selected do not have masks
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System Requirements For Fluere:

Minimum Requirements: OS:
Windows XP (32-bit) or later
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 1.6GHz
or later Memory: 1GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 7800 or
ATI Radeon HD 2670 with 1024MB
or better DirectX: Version 9.0c
Hard Disk: 5GB Network:
Broadband Internet connection
Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible
sound card Additional Notes:
Recommended Requirements:
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